We are in the middle of a great war
The great flood is here, and everyone is drowning
There is a massive fire raging across the villages
A deadly tsunami ravaging the land

The army of darkness are on the march encircling the villages; the village warriors are either imprisoned, poisoned, or slaughtered

Leaders make a mistake, the innocents die
Stubborn and arrogant leaders cause destruction
Humble and weak leaders put their people in danger
Strong and humble leaders bring salvation

Quarrel brothers bring disasters
Reckless leaders bring chaos and death

If you make a deal with unfaithful friends, they might sell you to your enemy

Leaders make a deal with devils at night when everyone asleep

We can’t hear, we can’t feel, and we don’t see

Your heart, your word and your action must unite; if not, you are at war with yourself

You have reached a dangerous point now. One wrong move, you are done

Decide now, draw a clear battle line; what are you standing for?

What are you doing with your money? and What are you doing with your time? Your future depends on how you answer these questions

Children are like seeds. If you feed them well, grow them well, you get a good harvest. Do not forget that. This is a blessed task